Time dependent versions of the Trotter-Kato theorem are discussed using nonstandard analysis. Both standard and nonstandard results are obtained. In particular, it is shown that if a sequence of generators converges in the strong resolvent topology at each time to a limiting generator and if the sequence of generators and limiting generator uniformly satisfy Kisynski type hypotheses then the corresponding Schrodinger propagators converge strongly. The results are used to analyze time dependent, form bounded perturbations of the Laplacian.
independent case, this question is affirmatively answered by the Trotter-Kato Theorem 1 [5, p. 502] . If An is a sequence of selfadjoint operators whose resolvents converge strongly to the resolvent of a selfadjoint operator A, then UA (t, s) converges strongly to UA(t, s) for each t, s in J.
The situation is more complicated in the time dependent case. For example, for / in R1, let/"(0 = 1 + 2"A'n(/), where Xn is the characteristic function of the interval [«"' -2-<-n+l), a"1 + 2-("+1)] for « = 1, 2,_Let A"(t) = f"(t)I and A = I. Then
An(t) converges in the strong resolvent topology to A but UA (t, 0) does not converge strongly to UA(t, 0) for any t > 0, even though the A^s and A are bounded.
In §11 we present a Trotter-Kato type theorem for the case of bounded generators. In §111 a similar result is presented for a certain class of unbounded generators. For unbounded and time dependent generators A, there is a general technique for constructing UA. First one approximates A by bounded generators An, next one constructs UA explicitly, and finally one proves that the UA converge to a propagator which is then defined to be UA.
Yoshida [15] developed an approximation procedure which has proved to be very durable. He defined An(t) to be ^4(r)[l + A(t)/n]x. This method has recently been applied in [16] to study the "hyperbolic case" of evolution equations. In addition to its continued applicability, another indication of the strength of the Yoshida approximation may be described in the framework of nonstandard analysis. In the next paragraph we informally discuss the ideas involved.
Given some set S one can form *S, a new set containing not only a copy of S but also ideal elements, whenever 5 is infinite. For example if N is the set of positive integers then *N contains infinite integers while for R the reals, *R contains both infinite and infinitesimal numbers. The map V ->* V of subsets of 5 to subsets of * S is a Boolean algebra isomorphism into. Consequently, all the concepts of standard analysis on A" may be transferred to *S. In particular there is a natural order on *R and an induced definition of convergence: for a", a in *R, « G *N, an^> a means for every e > 0 in *R there is an N in N such that « > N implies \an -a\ < e. Given such a sequence an one may also ask if an -* a in the standard sense that for every £ > 0 in R 3 iV in N such that « > N implies \an -a\ < e. These two types of convergence are not equivalent. For example, if m is an infinite integer then an = m/n -> a = 0 in the transferred sense, but not the standard sense.
In §111 we consider the class K of generators introduced by Kisynski [8] , and studied also by Simon [11] . The aforementioned authors showed that whenever A is in K, then UA converges strongly to UA where An is the Yoshida approximation to A. Transferring this result we obtain the fact that whenever B is in *K then UBĉ onverges strongly to UB. A priori, we may not assert that UB converges to UB in the standard sense. Nevertheless we are able to prove that this additional convergence takes place, giving an additional indication of the strength of the Yoshida approximation. Moreover, the general techniques of nonstandard analysis may be convergence of schrodinger propagators 559 used to show that in order to obtain a standard Trotter-Kato type theorem in K (i.e., whenever Cn, C are in K and C"(t) -> C(t) in the strong resolvent topology for each t, then Uc (t, s) converges strongly to Uc(t, sj) the standard convergence of UB (t, s) to UB(t, s) for B in *K is sufficient. Thus we are able to present a new standard result obtained first using nonstandard techniques. Our methods also revealed a standard proof which we present. The nonstandard results do have interesting consequences in §IV.
In §IV we are particularly interested in generators of the form A(t) = -A + V(t), selfadjoint on L2(R") for each t. The corresponding propagator describes the evolution of the quantum system with Hamiltonian A(t) at time t. If V(t) is a quadratic form then the usual formulas of quantum physics do not have an obvious meaning; see for example the Dyson expansion, Theorem 3, which is typically the starting point for time dependent perturbation theory. Nonetheless, if one regularizes the V(t) it is possible to obtain a nonstandard bounded W(t) so that UA and UB are infinitely close, where B(t) = -A + W(t). Thus, the usual perturbation formulas, which are valid for UB, may be used for UA with only infinitesimal errors. Consequently, we obtain a nonstandard Dyson expansion for propagators of quantum mechanical systems of particles in potentials given as distributions. These and other applications are discussed further in §IV.
Finally, we remark that the reader interested in perturbation theory but not nonstandard analysis may read the remark following Theorem 7, the introduction to §111 through the discussion of Theorem 8, Corollary 10, Theorems 11, 12, Corollary 13 and Examples 14 and 15 as these standard results are self-contained.
II. Stability of solutions for bounded generators. Let *X be an adequate ultrapower of a structure X containing the real numbers, R1.
For A selfadjoint and B an internal selfadjoint operator we write A sa B if B is in the monad of A relative to the strong resolvent topology. In this case we say that B is near standard and that A is the standard part of B. If P is a bounded linear operator and g an internal finitely bounded linear operator write P sa g in case Ph sa Qh for all « in %. In case P and g are additionally selfadjoint the two definitions of sw coincide. Here we have written « s» k to mean \\h -k\\ sa 0 for «, k in *%. This coincides with « being in the monad of k, in case k G %, relative to the norm topology on %. The weak topology relation will be denoted by ha¿k. This means («, v) sa (k, v) for all v in %. On R, sa is with respect to the ordinary Euclidean topology.
In [13] it was shown that a standard technique of proving the Trotter-Kato theorem (see [5] ) could be used to prove a nonstandard version: Theorem 2. If A is selfadjoint and B is internal selfadjoint then A sa B implies UA(t, s) sa UB(t, s)for all finite t, s in R1.
See [13] for a discussion of the strong resolvent topology from a nonstandard point of view. For an introduction to nonstandard analysis the reader is referred to [9] and [14] . Then A(t) sa B(t) for all finite t in *J implies UA(t, s) sa UB(t, s) for all finite t, s in *J.
Proof. Fix /, s finite in *J. Let A' be a compact interval in J so that /, j are in * K. It suffices to consider the case t > s.
B is internal so {A7 G *N: ||Z?(r)|| < N V r G *K) is internal and contains *N -N. As *N -N is external we conclude that there is a c in N such that ||5(r)|| < c for all/-G * K.
Write bI"( ° ) for ?Tn( ° , /, s) and U0 for U0(t, s).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Choose a in *N -N. Observe that
•'s for all « in *% and a in *N -N. 
for all « G N and i, finite. Thus, UAh sa UBh so that UA(t, s) sa UB(t, s) for all finite t, s in *J. Q.E.D.
Remark. If Bn is a sequence of standard generators with sup" supieK\\Bn(t)\\ < oo for all compact K, then the Dyson expansions for Bn converge to UB (t, s) uniformly in « for each /, i. Consequently, if Bn(r) converges strongly to A(r) then m(Bn, t, s) converges to ^m(A, t, s) for each m as « -> oo by dominated convergence and one may conclude UB (t, s) converges to UA(t, s) strongly. The previous proof follows this argument. 
hold for all tinJ.H and c are called the related constants. In [11] Simon presents an existence theorem for equations with /^-generators. We have included the relevant part of this result as Theorem 8 below. Simon points out that, in fact, this theorem is a special case of a result due to Kisynski [8] . In this theorem there is no hypothesis concerning the independence of D(A(tj) from t. Thus it is particularly useful in treating problems of singular perturbations. Theorem 8. Let A be a K-generator. There is a unitary propagator U such that defining a(t) = U(t, s)xs in D(HX/2) gives a weak solution to Schrodinger's equation (1) in the sense that (d/dt)(f, a(t)) = -i(Ax/2(t)f, Ai/2(t)a(t)) for all f in D(HX/1).
Some Remarks on Theorem 8. Although the theorem only gives a weak solution it follows by a related uniqueness result that if a strong solution exists, it is the one given in Theorem 8.
Both Simon and Kisynski use a modification of techniques invented by Yoshida.
One defines
for « = 1,2,.... Observing that t -> An(t) is a Z)-generator and that IK(0II < n (9) for all / in /, one obtains a strong solution an(t) to the Schrodinger equation (1) with generator An, using Theorem 3. One then proves lim(f,an(t)) = (f,a(t)) it can be shown that for any compact interval T containing 5, there is a constant KT such that and dan(t) dt < KT (11) K(')ll + , <*V
for all / in T. Here if t is the largest t in T, then
The proofs of all these numbered facts may be found in [11] .
Theorem 9. Let A be a K-generator with constants H, c. Let B be an internal K-generator with constants H, c.
If A(t) sa B(t)for all t in J then UA(t, s) sa UB(t, s) for all finite t, s in *J.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Corollary 10. Let An, A be K-generators on J with constants (H, c) for n = 1,2,.... Suppose An(t) converges in the strong resolvent topology to A(t) for each t in J. Then UA (t, s) converges strongly to UA(t, s) for every t and s in J.
To obtain Corollary 10 from Theorem 9 one may proceed as follows. Choose B(t) = An(t) for some positive infinite integer «. Equation (7) implies that \\dB~x(t)/dt\\ < c2 for all t in *J. The norm mean value theorem then yields ||/?"'(/) -Z?"'(.s)|| sa 0 whenever t sa s, similarly for A~x. Since we are assuming A(s) sa B(s) for each s in J we arrive at the conclusion B~x(t) sa B~x(s) sa A~x(s) sa A'x(t) whenever s is in J and /«j, using the fact that J is closed. Since, however, Corollary 10 is an interesting standard result, such a proof is presented. Both the proof of Theorem 9 and the corollary are based on the following standard computation.
Technical
Lemma. Let T be any compact interval of R and let KT be as in equations (10), (11) \\A-V2(t)(UAm(s, t) -UAm(s, t))x\\ < 8A-¿(ec<'-*> -1)(1 + I)/c.
Here An is defined as in (8).
Proof. Fix j in T and for í > 5 in T define a"(t) = UA (s, t)x. Fix positive integers m and «. Define p(t) = an(t) -am(t), w(t) = (p(t),A-x(t)p(t)), and (dA-x/dt)(t) = G(t).
In general we denote df/dt by/so that/5 = -iAnan + iAmam and w = (p, A~xp) + (p,Gp) + (p,Axp).
Since A ' = An ' -1/« we may write w = (AA"a" + iAma,A~xp) + (p, Gp) + (p, A~x(-iAnan + iAmamj)
Thus w = (p, Gp) + (2/m) Re(àm,p) -(2/n) Re(án,p).
Next observe that since
we obtain \{p, Gp)\ < cw.
Also, for r in N, \(ár, p)\ = \((H + l)x/2ár, (H + l)1/»] < \\ár\\_x\\p\\ + x < IHI-lOKII + l + llamll + l)> S0 that fl"0m 0 0> (12) and 03) theI"e follows \(à,(t), P(t))\ < 2K2.
Substituting (15) and (16) into (14) we find \(dw/dt)(t)\ < cw(t) + ATI/« + l/m)
for all t > s in T. Here K is the finite constant 8KT.
To finish the proof we observe that
Since w > 0, (17) implies
Proof of Theorem 9. As the argument following Corollary 10 shows, A(t) sa B(t) for all finite t in *J. Fix a finite s in */ and x in D(HX/2). Define an as in the proof of the Technical Lemma and a as in Theorem 8. Similarly, define Bn(t) = B(t)(l + n~xB(t))~x so that B is an internal Z)-generator with \\Bn(t)\\<n.
Let bn be the solution to the Schrodinger equation (1) with generator Bn and initial state x. Since An(t)"' = A(t)~x + 1/« sa B(t)~x + l/n = Bn(t)~x it follows from bounded stability, Theorem 7, that a"(t)^bn(t), V « G N, V finite fin *J.
By internality, we obtain an infinite integer co such that an(t) sa bn(t), V « < to, V finite t in V.
Let/>(0 = bn(t) -bm(t) and w(t) = (p(t), B~x(t)p(tj), for «, m infinite. Since every finite t in */ is in *T for some compact interval T with í in *T it follows transferring the Technical Lemma that w(i)«0 for all finite / in *J. 
for all finite m and finite t in *J.
Combining (16), (24) and (25) we may write a(t) sa an(t) sa bn(t) sa b(t) for all finite t in *J and infinite, though sufficiently small, «. In other words UA(t,s)xs~UB(t,s)xs (26) for all finite /, s in *J and xs in Z)(ZZ1/2).
Since Ua and t/B are unitary we conclude
UA(t,s)y^UB(t,s)y (27)
for all finite /, s in *J and v in 9C. Again, since the UAs and UBs are unitary we may argue that II VAy -¿VU2 =(UAy-LV, t/^ -l/^) = 2||.y||2 -2||.y||2 = 0.
Thus UA(t, s)y sa UB(t, s)y for all finite t, s in */ and_y in %. Since || UA\\ = 1 = || UB\\ we conclude (/,(/, s) sa UB(t, s) for all finite t, s in */. Q.E.D. Proof of Corollary 10. Fix e > 0, t > 5 and x in D(HX/2). Let T be a compact interval containing t and s. Choose KT as in (11), (12) and (13). Choose N to be an integer larger than %KF(ec{'~s) -l)/2ec. Let m > N. For any «, let Bm(n) be the «ith Yoshida approximation to An and C the wth Yoshida approximation to A. Then by the Technical Lemma and the triangle inequality \\A-x/2(t)(UAn(s, t) -UA(s, t))x\\ < 2e + \\A-x/2(t)(UBm(n) -Uc)x\\.
Since for any fixed m, \\Bm(n)\\ < m, \\C\\ < m and Bm(n) converges strongly to C as « -» oo it follows from Theorem 7 and the remark which follows it that for « sufficiently large \\Ax/2(t)(UA^(s, t) -UA(s, t))x\\ < 3e. Since D(A x/2(e)) = D(H,/2) is dense it follows that UA (s, t)x -> UA(s, t)x weakly as « -> oo for all x G D(HX/2). Since, in general, weak convergence on a dense set implies strong convergence of unitary operators the proof is completed.
Q.E.D. Remarks. 1. In the last section of this paper we apply the above results to the analysis of form bounded perturbations. Proofs similar to those just given lead to results useful in studying operator bounded perturbations. Here we just state these results.
Definition.
A Y-generator on J is a function A(-) from J into the selfadjoint operators on % such that there are positive numbers E and AZ satisfying (i)A(t) > E + 1;
(ii) / -» (A(t) + E)~x is strongly differentiable with derivative G(t); (iii) G is strongly continuous; and (iv) \\(A(t) + E)B(t)\\ < AZ.
Then according to a theorem of Yoshida [15, p. 429] there is a unitary propagator UA such that for all x in D(H(s)), defining a(t) = U(t, s)x gives a solution to the Schrodinger equation in the sense that (da/dt)(t) = -iA(t)a(t). The techniques given above lead to the following theorem and corollary.
Theorem. Let A be a Y-generator with constants E and M. Let B be an internal Y-generator with constants E and M. If (A(t) + E)~x sa (B(t) + E)~x for all finite t in *J then UA(t, s) sa UB(t, s) for all finite t, s in *J.
Corollary.
Let A, An be Y-generators with constants E, M for « = 1, 2, ... . Let An(t) converge to A(t) in the strong resolvent topology for each t in J. Then UA (t, s) converges strongly UA(t, s) for each t, s in J.
2. In Corollary 10 and the last corollary, the convergence of propagators is uniform in any finite interval of J.
IV. Perturbations of a time independent generator. In this section H0 will be a nonnegative selfadjoint operator on %. If F is a Hermitian form Q(F) will denote the form domain of F. In particular g(ZZ0) = 6t)(//01/2).
Definition. A K-perturbation of Z/0 is a Hermitian form valued function V defined on J with the properties
(ii) There are constants 0 < a < 1,0 < b < cc such that I V(t)(f,f)\ < a(Hx/2f, «0/2/) + b\\f\\2
for all/ in Q(H0).
(iii) There is a Hermitian form, V(t), which is the derivative of V in the sense that (H0 + iyi/2V(t)(H0 + 1)"1/2 is norm differentiable and its derivative is The following theorem is due to Simon. He states it for the case where each V(t) is a selfadjoint operator but the proof he gives works just as well for each V(t) being a Hermitian form.
Theorem 11 [11, p. 66] . Let V be a K-perturbation of H0. There is a constant E such that A(t) = H0 + V(t) + E is a K-generator with constants (H0, c) for some real number c. Theorem 12. Let V, Wn be K-perturbations of H0, for n = 1, 2, ... . Suppose the H0-bounds of Wn, (an, bn) satisfy an + bn -> 0 as « -» oo. Then there is a constant E such that for « sufficiently large An(t) = H0 + V(t) + Wn(t) + E is a K-generator and UA (t, s) converges strongly to UH +V+E(t, s) for all t, s in J.
Proof. First note that g(ZZ0) c Q(V(t)) n Q(Wn(t)) = Q(V(t) + Wn(t)). Next observe that \(V(t) + Wn(t))(f,f)\ < \V(t)(f,f)\ + \Wn(t)(f,f)\ 
forall/ing(//0).
Let p be a Cc°°(Rn) function which satisfies p(x) = 1 for ||x|| < 1 and 0 < p < 1.
Set ßk(x) = p(x/k) and yn(x) = p(kx)(j p(kx) dx)x. Define Vk(f, g) = T(j" * ißkfg))> so that each Vk is a CC°°(R") function. The Vks are the regularizations of t and converge to t in the sense of distributions. Moreover H0 + Vk converges in the strong resolvent topology to the form sum Z/0 + t. See [3] for details.
Suppose/is C1 on J. Define |||/||| = maxiJI/rL, \\df/dt\\x). Suppose |||/||| < 1/a. Let v4(0 = H0+f(t)-r and ^(f) = H0 + f(t)Vk. Then /(/)K and f(t)Vk are A'-perturbations of H0 and by the preceding remarks Ak(t) converges in the strong resolvent topology to A(t) for each t on /. By Theorems 11, 9 and Corollary 10 UA (t, s) converges strongly to UA(t, s) for each t, s in J while UA (t, s) sa UA(t, s) for each infinite k in *N and every finite /, s in */. For specific examples of t's which may be chosen we refer the reader to [3] . Here we note that t may be in LP(R") + L°°(R") where p > I if n = I, p > I if n = 2 and p > n/2 if « > 3. Also t may be a delta function concentrated on a C' compact hypersurface or the distributional directional derivative of a bounded function. If t, and t2 are two ZZ0-small distributions then for suitable fs V(t) = f(t)Tx +
(1 -f(t))T2 is a ZC-perturbation of H0. Choosing/ so that/ = 0 for t < 0 and/ = 1 for t > 1 one can treat the problem of switching from one potential to another. By choosing/(/) = sin wt one obtains periodically varying potentials. One obtains considerable technical advantage in continuing the study of time dependent singular perturbations of -A by introducing infinite régularisations and by accepting infinitesimal errors. This naturally occurs because UH +y +E has the generator H0 + Vk + E defined as an operator sum with Vk in *Cjj° while UH +v+e nas the generator H0 + V + E defined as a form sum.
For example, since Vk G *LP(R") for allp > 1, the product formula of Faris [2] is valid and one can express the solution u of the Schrodinger equation (1) as
with u(0) = us for us in g(ZZ0), for m sufficiently large in *N. Since L2(R") is separable one m can be chosen so that (38) holds for all us in Q(H0) and all finite / (see [13] for details of this argument). Following Faris, (38) leads to a Feynman path integral: For each pair of points (x0, xm) in *R2" we may view *R"<m_2> as a space of "polygonal paths" connecting x0 and xm. These pairs are not standard, but if x0 and xm are finite and if w is any standard path connecting x0 and xm, i.e u>: [0, t] -^ R" and a>(0) = st(x0), w(i) = st(xm), then there are polygonal paths w' so that u(s) sa «'(s) for all i in [0, t]. There are many more polynomal paths than standard paths. Since for each t, Vk(t) is a *CC°C function we let (Vk(t))(y) = Since adding a delta function to -A = -d2/dy2 in L2(R') is equivalent to imposing a boundary condition on the maximally defined -d2/dy2, it follows that the problem of smoothly changing boundary conditions in time can be given a Feynman path integral interpretation.
We conclude the discussion of this example by noting that, in general, the solution to equation (1) is shown to exist by proving certain approximate solutions converge weakly. However, by accepting infinitesimal errors one can explicitly construct the propagator. For this purpose we enter the interaction representation defining V(t) = e"H°Vk(t)e~"H°, where k remains an infinite positive integer. Then t -» V(t) is an integral Z>-generator so that 0<i,*)-i+ 2 {-if V P'--f'p-lv(tx)... v{tp)dtp---dtx p=\ Js Js Js converges in norm to a unitary propagator and Ua(t, s) = e~"H°U(t, s)e'sH° is almost the propagator for equation (1) in the sense that U(t, s)xx sa Ua(t, s)xs for all x. in g(ZZ0) and t, s finite. For the standard details, see [10] . Thus we have defined time ordered exponentials of certain quadratic form valued functions.
